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BORNOLOGICAL SPACES OF NON-ARCHIMEDEAN

VALUED FUNCTIONS WITH THE POINT-OPEN TOPOLOGY

W. GOVAERTS1

Abstract. F denotes a nontrivially non-Archimedean valued field with rank

one, X an ultraregular space and C(X, F,p) is the vector space C(X, F) of

all continuous functions from X into F with the topology p of pointwise

convergence. We show that C(X, F,p) is a bornological space if and only if

A" is a Z-replete space. Also, some results are found concerning the

compact-open topology c and we make a comparison with that case as

studied by Bachman, Beckenstein, Narici and Warner.

Introduction. The paper is self-contained, but closely related to [1] where

the reader may find an extensive bibliography. As in that work, an ultraregu-

lar space is a Hausdorff one in which the clopen (closed-and-open) sets form

a base of open sets. Ultraregular spaces are also widely known as zerodimen-

sional spaces; they coincide with the (0, 1}-completely regular spaces of [2]

and with the F-completely regular spaces since F itself is ultraregular.

In [1] the F-repletions are obtained as completions of uniform structures

and E is assumed to admit a compatible, separated, complete uniform

structure. We shall, however, retain the older and more general purely

topological view of [2] since we shall deal with a space without natural group

uniformity. If E is an ultraregular space, then X is F-replete (F-compact in

the terminology of [2]) iff there is no ultraregular space Y that contains X as a

dense subspace and is such that each continuous function / from X into E

may be extended to a continuous function /' from Y into E. Equivalently, X

has to be homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of copies of E.

If F is a topological vector space over F, then a subset F of F is

F-absolutely convex iff ax + by E V whenever x,y G Kand|a|, |6| < l.Fis

an F-bornological space iff the only absolutely convex sets that absorb all

bounded subsets of F are the absolutely convex neighborhoods of 0.

The set |F| = {|a|: a G F) will be provided with a topology in which all

points are discrete, except for the point 0 whose neighborhoods are the usual

ones. Then |F| admits a natural ultrametric, defined by

,0   ifx=y,
d(x,y) =

max{x,y)   ifx^y.
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\F\  is complete in this ultrametric and therefore realcompact since its

cardinality is nonmeasurable. By Theorem 9 in [1] an ultraregular space now

is |F|-replete iff it is Z-replete. Remark also that in [1] the notation \F\ is used

with an entirely different meaning.

We now state the key result of this paper:

Theorem 1. C(A", F,p) is an F-bornological space if and only if X is a

Z-replete space.

Proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 1. Assume that there is a point

xx in v\F\X \ X where v^X denotes the |F|-repletion of X. If / E C(X, F),

then l/l E C(A\ |F|) so that |/| may be extended to a continuous function

|/|e E C(vmX, \F\). We set 77 = {/ E C(A", F): \f\e(xj < 1} and show

that B is an absolutely convex set in C (X, F), that it absorbs all bounded sets

in C (A", F, p) and that it is not a neighborhood.

If /, g E B and a, b E F with |a| < 1, |Z>| < 1, then clearly \af + bg\e <

max(|/|e, \g\e) in all points of X. Hence also \af + bg\e(xao) <

maxfl/fixj, \g\e(xj) < 1, so that af + bg E 77.
Now let V be bounded in C(X, F,p). Choose X E F such that |X| > 1. If 77

does not absorb V, then for all ti > 1 there exists an/„ E V with l/J'C*«,) >

|X|". We set

Un = {xEv{nX:\fn\<(x)<\Xrx).

If x E X, there exists X' E F with V C \'{f E C(X, F): \f(x)\ < 1}.

Hence for all n we have \f„(x)\ < \\'\; so |/„(x)| < \X\"~X and x E Un for ti

sufficiently large. We conclude that xx £ U "-.IL, D X. Now let (Kn)^_, be

obtained via Vp = {x E Up: x £ U¡ if / < p). Then (K„)™_, is a disjoint

countable family of clopen subsets of v^X and covers X. If/: A"—>|F| is

obtained by putting f(x) = \X\" whenever x E Vn n X, then / E C(X, \F\)

but cannot be extended to a continuous function on the whole of V\F\X.

If B is a neighborhood, consider a finite K C X and e > 0 so that

B D {/ E C(A", F): \f(x)\ < e for all x E K). In particular \f\e(xœ) < 1

whenever/(x) = 0 for all x E K; this is obviously false.

Introduction to the proof of the "if part of Theorem 1. Let X be |F|-replete

and consider an F-absolutely convex subset 5 of C(X, F) that absorbs all

/7-bounded sets; we intend to prove that 5 is a p-neighborhood. First some

notation is introduced. If/: Ar-»|F| is an arbitrary function, then the set

B(f)= {g e C(X,F): \g\ < /} is/7-bounded so that there is a A E F with

B(f) C XS. Iff, g E C(X, \F\) and X, X' E F, then the following are obvious:
(l)If/< g, then B(f)QB(g).
(2) If |X| < |\'| and B(f) ç A5, then B(f) C X'S.

(3) If B(f) Q XS, then B(\X'\f) Q X'XS.
If either/ E Fx ox f E \F\X and if K is a subset of X, then/I^ will denote

a function equal to / on K and zero outside of K; in particular l\K is the

characteristic function of K.
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Put 6B = {K E X: K is clopen and there is a A G F \ {0} with 5(11*) £

AS}. Clearly <?> G &■

Lemma I. If S ¥= C(X, F), then X E &.

Proof. Suppose B(l) E XS for all A # 0. Let/ G C(.Y, |F|) be arbitrary

and set T„ = (x G X: n < /(x) < /i + 1} for all n = 0, 1,_Suppose

B(f2) Ç AqS; we may assume \\\ > 1. For all n > 1 we set W„ = U„'<nT„,,

so that

Ä(/) = 5(/|^) + 5(/|UwJ).

Let X G F \ (0} be arbitrary. There is an n > 1 with/2 > |X|/ onI\ W„;

then we have

B(f) E B(f\Wm) + B(\X\-xf2) C \~XS + A" V £ *~\S.

Hence B(f) E S for all/ e C(JT, |F|) so that SDC(Í, F).

Lemma 2. If A E â and if A is the countable union of the clopen sets A,

(i = 1,2,...) then there is an i with A¡ G éE.

Proof. The sets A¡ may be assumed to be disjoint. If the result is not true,

then 77(1^.) E XS for all i and for X ¥= 0. Choose Ag with IXJ > 1 and define

f:X^\F\by

f(x) = \X0\n    ifxEAn,

= 0     ifx&A.

If £(/) E XXS, then for all n we have

*0L<) = ¿(IL,) + • • • + 77(1|,J + 77(1| U 1>nA)

ç XS + ■ ■ ■ +XS + X¿"XXS.

Hence 77(11^) Ç XS for all X ¥= 0, a contradiction.

Lemma 3. F/zere? ex/s/s no infinite set of disjoint members of â.

Proof. Suppose that & contains the disjoint members An for n = 1, 2, ... ;

let 5(11^) g \,S with \ ¥= 0. Choose X G F with |X| > 1 and define/ from
A1 into |F| by setting

/(x) = ixrixj-1 ifxG^„,

= 0   ifxG IC-i4,-

If B(f) E X0S, then for all n

If n is chosen so that IXnX-"! < 1, a contradiction arises.

Definition. A set A G & is called special iff it is not a disjoint union of

two members of &.

Lemma A. If S ¥= C (X, F), then X is a finite union of disjoint special sets

Ax, A2, A3, . . . , An.
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Proof. By Lemma 1 we have X E &. Suppose there is no decomposition

of X as described above. Then X is not special, so that there is a partition

9", - {F,1, F2'} of X with T\, T\ in &,. Since at least one of these two sets is

not special, there is a partition % of X, ?T2 = {Tx, . .., F„2(2)}, that is

subordinate to %, with ti(2) > 2 and all T2 belonging to & if 1 < / < ti(2).

By induction one constructs a family (%)"_, of partitions of X in members

of & with %+x subordinate to <ÏÏ„ for all n and with ?Tn containing more than

n elements. A contradiction with Lemma 3 is now easily obtained.

Lemma 5. Let 5 ¥= C(X, F) and let Ax, . . . ,A„ be as in Lemma 4. Fix i

with 1 < / < ti. Iff E C(X, \F\), then one of the following assertions holds:

(5a) /" '([0, A[) n A E # far allXE\F\\ {0},
(5b) there is a unique X E \F\ \ {0} with f~ '(A) n A¡ E <£.

Proof. Assume that (5a) does not hold; there is a A, £ |F| \ {0} with

/"'([O, À,[) n A¡ £ â. A straightforward application of Lemma 2 shows that

there is a X2 E \F\, X2 > A,, with/-'([A,, A2[) n A¡ E &. Since A¡ is special,

the case where F has a discrete valuation now becomes easy; therefore we

consider a dense valuation.

By successive application of Lemma 2 we construct a sequence

(W tf07-,   with X? = K V = X2, IV - VI < (V3)y_1|A2 - X,|,

r'([A;,A/[)n^E«,   [a;,a/[ç[a;,a/[ ¡í/>/.

Now A¡ n ny°l,/~1([Aj), A*[) 7^0, for otherwise A¡ is the countable union

of the clopen sets A¡\f~x([Xf,Xjb[) neither of which belongs to &; this

contradicts Lemma 2. Hence there is a unique A E |F| n C\^\([X°, Xf[).

Now put Qx = [A?, Af[ \ {A} and ß, = [A/_„ A/_,[ for / = 2, 3,_Then
A¡ = UJLi(A¡ \f~x(Qj)) so that by Lemma 2 there is a/ with L4, \/-1(ß,.))

E 6B. This is possible only for / = 1 so that ,4, n /_1([^i. M \ {^}) £ #;

heneen, n/_1(A) E (Î.

Lemma 6. Le/ 5 ¥= C(X, F) and let Ax,..., Anbe as in Lemma 4; fix i with

1 < / < ti. There is an a¡ in A¡ with the property that G E & whenever G is a

clopen neighborhood of a¡.

Proof. Suppose not. Put A" = X u {xM} with jck £ X. For an arbitrary/

in C(X, \F\) define/' from A" into |F| by

f'(xO0) = 0   if/"1 ([0, A[) nA,E& for all A * 0,

= A   if/-'(A)n/l,E«,

f'(x)=f(x)   ilxEX.

(This definition is made possible by Lemma 5.)

If A" is provided with the weak topology induced by all such functions/',

then it is easily seen to be ultraregular. It contains A" as a dense subspace,
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which is in contradiction with the assumption that X is an |F|-replete space.

Proof of the "if part of Theorem 1. Let S ¥- C(X, F) (otherwise the result

is trivial) and consider Ax,..., An as in Lemma 4 with ax,.. . ,an as in

Lemma 6. Choose X G |F| \ {0} such that B(l) E XS and put U = (/ G

C(X, F): |/(a,)| < \X\~X for i = I, . . ., «}. To show that U Q S, consider

f E U. For each i there is a clopen G¡ with a, G G¡ Ç A¡ and |/| < |X|_l on

G,
Then

i/i < wok) + • • • + w'cicj + i/i • GW,«*).
An argument similar to the one used in Lemma 1 shows that B(\f\ ■

(l|x\u7.,c,)) is a subset of 5 (in fact of X'S for all X' E F \ (0)); the key is

that x"\ Ù^G,. £ <£. We then have

5(|/|) ç X~XXS + ■ ■ ■ + X~XXS + S E S.

In particular/belongs to S; this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Remarks. (1) From [1, Theorem 9 and Theorem 13] we infer that the

notions of F-repleteness and Z-repleteness are identical if F has a

nonmeasurable cardinal. So in all practically occurring cases C(X, F,p) is

bornological if and only if X is F-replete.

(2) The first part of the proof of Theorem 1 applies as well to the

compact-open topology. Hence if C(X, F, c) is bornological, then X is

Z-replete.

(3) If F is complete and indiscrete and has a nonmeasurable cardinal, then

by [1, Theorem 21] C(X, F, c) is bornological iff C(X, F,p) is bornological.

We conjecture that this result is true for all F. The "only if" part follows from

Remark 2.
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